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Abstract
Meta-learning algorithms adapt quickly to new
tasks that are drawn from the same task distribution as the training tasks. The mechanism leading
to fast adaptation is the conditioning of a downstream predictive model on the inferred representation of the task’s underlying data generative
process, or function. This meta-representation,
which is computed from a few observed examples of the underlying function, is learned jointly
with the predictive model. In this work, we study
the implications of this joint training on the transferability of the meta-representations. Our goal
is to learn meta-representations that are robust
to noise in the data and facilitate solving a wide
range of downstream tasks that share the same underlying functions. To this end, we propose a decoupled encoder-decoder approach to supervised
meta-learning, where the encoder is trained with
a contrastive objective to find a good representation of the underlying function. In particular, our
training scheme is driven by the self-supervision
signal indicating whether two sets of examples
stem from the same function. Our experiments
on a number of synthetic and real-world datasets
show that the representations we obtain outperform strong baselines in terms of downstream performance and noise robustness, even when these
baselines are trained in an end-to-end manner.

1. Introduction
Many supervised learning problems are concerned with approximating a data-generating function f : X → Y given
a finite set of N samples, {xi , yi = f (xi )}N
i=1 . Expressive
models, such as deep neural networks, are known to excel
at this function approximation task, but they often heavily
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rely on the number of samples N being large. This poses
further challenges: in many domains of interest, sourcing
enough data is a challenging endeavour; further, the process
of training such models can be prohibitively slow for many
applications. This is exacerbated by the fact that in the
typical setting, each new data-generating function encountered requires that the model be retrained. In other words,
the model is not shared between data-generating functions,
even when training a model to approximate one function can
potentially be beneficial for approximating another function.
To overcome these challenges, a variety of meta-learning
methods have been proposed (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell
et al., 2017; Garnelo et al., 2018a; Ravi & Larochelle, 2016;
Finn et al., 2017). In the present work, we are interested in a
class of models that use encoder-decoder architectures such
as Conditional Neural Processes (CNPs) (Garnelo et al.,
2018a) and Generative Query Networks (GQNs) (Eslami
et al., 2018). In the first stage, an encoder is used to infer
a fixed-dimensional representation of a given function f
from just a few input-output examples Of = {(xi , yi )}i ,
the context dataset. We call it the meta-representation of the
function r = hφ (Of ), where h is an encoder parameterized
by φ. In the second stage, the meta-representation is then
used to condition a predictive model in order to solve a
downstream prediction task related to that function. For
instance, the task may consist of predicting the function
value y at unseen locations x or classifying images after
observing only a few pixels (in that case, x is the pixel
location and y is the pixel value). This two-stage process has
multiple benefits. First, the extraction of prior knowledge
about f directly from the training data, in the form of metarepresentation, reduces the need for specifying inductive
biases (model architectures, training details, etc.) particular
to f . Thus, it allows learning to be shared between functions
such that a single model can be trained on a distribution over
functions. Second, the computation of meta-representations
is efficient and can be done online. Third, the computation
of meta-representations provides flexibility to solve a variety
of downstream tasks concerning a specific function.
However, CNPs optimize encoder jointly with the decoder
on the downstream prediction task, i.e., prediction of function values y at unseen locations x, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). This ties the meta-representation’s quality to the
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(a) CNP

(b) FCRL (encoder training)

(c) FCRL (transfer)

Figure 1. The difference in the training of CNP (Garnelo et al., 2018a) and FCRL for learning meta-representations r of functions. (shown
left) CNP learns the aggregated representation r of the context set by maximizing the conditional likelihood of the target data. (shown
center) Training of FCRL encoder hφ by contrasting context sets of different functions. Note that the target inputs xN +1 etc., are not used
at this stage. (shown right) Using the pretrained FCRL encoder hφ , we train separate decoders p∗ψ for each downstream task, shown in
grey boxes. The dotted arrows indicate the transfer of inferred meta-representations to the tasks.

combined encoder and decoder performances on this particular task and thereby makes it susceptible to supervision
collapse, i.e. the representations lose any information which
is irrelevant for solving the training task, but may be necessary for the transfer to new tasks (Doersch et al., 2020).
Moreover, many real-world tasks are noisy, and the prediction task might entail reconstructing high dimensional data,
such as images in GQNs (Eslami et al., 2018). The corresponding objective function can cause the model to waste
its capacity on reconstructing unimportant features such as
static backgrounds and noise, while ignoring visually small
but important details in its learned representation (Anand
et al., 2019; Kipf et al., 2019). This is crucial for many realworld applications; for instance, in order to manipulate a
small object in a complex scene, the model’s ability to infer
the object’s shape carries more importance than inferring its
color or reconstructing the static background.
In this work, we study the generalization of a function’s meta-representations in terms of their transferability to downstream tasks and their robustness to noise.
We empirically show that the joint optimization of metarepresentations and a prediction task is detrimental to the
transferability of meta-representations and makes them vulnerable to noise. To address this issue, we propose a decoupled encoder-decoder training scheme, wherein the encoder
is exclusively trained by a novel contrastive learning framework which we call FCRL (Function Contrastive Representation Learning). Instead of relying on reconstructions, it
learns by contrasting sets of input-output pairs sampled from
different functions. The key idea is that two sets of samples
from the same function should have similar latent representations, while representations of sets of samples from
different functions should remain easily distinguishable.
FCRL retains the useful properties of meta-representations
such as shared learning and sample efficiency while improving its transferability to downstream tasks and robustness
to noise. Unlike contemporary meta-learning algorithms,
meta-representations in FCRL are explicitly optimized over
a distribution of functions rather than tasks.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
conduct comprehensive experiments on diverse downstream
problems, including classification, regression, parameter
identification, scene understanding, scene reconstruction
and reinforcement learning. We consider different datasets,
ranging from simple 1D and 2D regression to challenging
simulated and real-world scenes. In particular, we find
that a downstream predictor trained with our (pre-trained)
encoder compares favorably to related methods on these
tasks, including ones where the predictor is trained jointly
with the encoder.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Problem Setting
Consider a distribution over data-generating functions p(f ).
Let f be a sample from this distribution f ∼ p(f ), where
0
f : X → Y with X = Rd and Y ⊆ Rd :
y = f (x, ξ); ξ ∼ Z

(1)

where ξ is sampled from some noise distribution Z. Let
Of = {(xi , yi )}N
i=1 be a set of few observed examples of
a function f , referred to as the context set, and consider a
set of downstream tasks T . Here, each task T ∈ T can be
defined as a mapping defined over f . In the case of few shot
regression (see Section 4.1), T maps from f to a predictive
model pψ (y|x). In the case of parameter identification, T
maps from f to some scalar or vector valued parameter of
f . Our goal is therefore to learn an encoder which maps a
context set Of to a representation of f that can interchangeably be used for multiple downstream tasks T defined on
the same function (without requiring retraining).
2.2. Background
In this section, we briefly discuss a class of meta-learning
methods that are particularly relevant to our encoderdecoder setting, namely conditional neural processes (CNPs)
and generative query networks (GQNs) (Garnelo et al.,
2018a;b; Eslami et al., 2018).
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Conditional Neural Processes (CNPs). The key proposal
in CNPs (applied to few-shot learning) is to express a
distribution over predictor functions given a context set.
They learn the meta-representations r by jointly training
the encoder and decoder, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). To
this end, they first encode the context Of into individual representations ri = hΦ (xi , yi ) ∀i ∈ [N ], where hΦ
is a neural network. The representations are then aggregated via a mean-pooling operation into a fixed size vector
r = 1/N (r1 + r2 + ... + rN ). The idea is that r captures all
the relevant information about f from the context set Of ;
accordingly, the predictive distribution is approximated by
maximizing the conditional likelihood of the target distribution p(y|x, Of ), where y = f (x).
Generative Query Networks (GQN). GQN (Eslami et al.,
2018) can be seen as an extension of NPs (Garnelo et al.,
2018b) for learning 3D scenes representations. The context
dataset Of in GQN consists of tuples of camera viewpoints
in 3D space (X ) and the images taken from those viewpoints
(Y). Like NPs, GQNs learn to infer the latent representation
of the scene (a function) by conditioning on the aggregated
context and maximizing the likelihood of generating the
correct image corresponding to a queried viewpoint.

3. Function-Contrastive Representation
Learning (FCRL)
We take the perspective here that the sets of context points
Of provide a partial observation of an underlying function
f . Our goal is to find an encoder g(φ,Φ) which maps such
partial observations to low-dimensional representations of
the underlying function. The key idea is that a good encoder
g(φ,Φ) should map different context sets (i.e. partial observations) of the same function to be close in the latent space,
such that they can easily be identified among context sets of
different functions. This motivates the contrastive-learning
objective which we will detail in the following.
Encoder Structure. Since the inputs to the encoder g(φ,Φ)
are sets, it needs to be permutation invariant with respect
to input order and able to process inputs of varying sizes.
We enforce this permutation invariance in g(φ,Φ) via sumdecomposition, proposed by (Zaheer et al., 2017). We first
average-pool the point-wise transformations of Of to get
the encoded representations
rf =

1
|Of |

X

hΦ (x, y)

(2)

(x,y)∈O f

where hΦ (·) is the encoder network. We then obtain
a nonlinear projection of this encoded representation
g(φ,Φ) (Of ) = ρφ (rf ). Note that the function ρφ can be
any nonlinear function. We use an MLP with one hidden
layer which also acts as the projection head for learning the

Figure 2. Inner-workings of the FCRL objective function. We split
the context set of each function into J disjoint views, and align
the aggregated representations of those views. Shown here is the
example of two functions, with two views each i.e., J = 2.

representation. Similar to (Chen et al., 2020), we found that
it is beneficial to define the contrastive objective on these
projected representations ρφ (rf ), rather than directly on the
encoded representations rf . More details can be found in
our ablation study in Appendix A.1.
Encoder Training. At training time, we are provided with
partial observations O1:K from K functions. Each observation is a set of N i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) samples Ok = {(xki , yik )}N
i=1 . To encourage that
different observations of the same functions are mapped to
similar representations, we will now formulate a contrastive
learning objective, as illustrated in Figure 2. To apply contrastive learning, we create different views of the same function k by splitting each sample set Ok into J subsets of
size N/J. Defining tj := {(j − 1)N/J + 1, ..., jN/J}, we
obtain a split of Ok into J disjoint subsets of equal size:
Ok = ∪Jj=1 Otkj with Otki ∩ Otkj = ∅ if i 6= j

(3)

where each subset Otkj is a partial view of the underlying
function k. Here, J is a hyper-parameter and can vary in the
range of [2, N ] and must divide N , i.e. N mod J = 0. Its
value is empirically chosen based on the data domain: for
1D and 2D regression problems (Sections 4.1), the number
of examples per view (N/J) is relatively large as a single
context point does not provide much information about the
underlying function; whereas in scenes (Section 4.3), a few
(or even one) images per view (partial observation) may
provide enough information. We expand on the appropriate
choice of J in our experiments and the respective ablations.
For brevity of notation, we define vjk := g(φ,Φ) (Otkj ). We
now formulate the contrastive learning objective as follows:
#
"
 
K
X
X
exp sim vjk , vik /τ
L=
log PK
  (4)
k m /τ
m=1 exp sim vj , vi
k=1 1≤i<j≤J
where sim(a, b) :=

a> b
kakkbk

is the cosine similarity measure.
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Intuitively, the objective function in Equation (4) encourp
q
ages that the similarity measure sim(v(·)
, v(·)
) acts as a
p
discriminatory function, yielding a large value if v(·)
and
q
v(·) are representations of sets of samples drawn from the
same function, i.e. if p = q (positives), and a small value
otherwise, i.e. if p 6= q (negatives). The second summation
in Equation (4) over 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ J is over available pairs
of positives, and τ is a temperature parameter which scales
the scores returned by the similarity measure. Similar to
SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020), we find that temperature adjustment is important for learning good representations and treat
it as a hyperparameter (ablation study in Appendix A.1).
We note that the learning objective effectively balances two
goals. The first is that of avoiding overfitting (i.e., regularization). It encourages that any two independent samples
from the same distribution get mapped to similar points.
This is akin to the method of “symmetrization by a ghost
sample” which is a standard trick in proving learning theory bounds (Vapnik, 1995). Essentially, if two means on
different samples are close, then they will also be close to
their expectation, i.e., they will not overfit to the data.1 In
spirit, this is close also to the idea of regularization by enforcing stability (i.e., weak dependence on sampling points)
(Bousquet & Elisseeff, 2002). The second goal is to preserve contrastive information, ensuring that samples from
different distributions get mapped to different points. Both
goals are intricately linked in our setting, where the aggregation function is being learnt, since the second component
is necessary to prevent the system from trivially meeting the
first goal by, say, mapping everything to 0.
3.1. Application to Downstream Tasks
Once representation learning using FCRL is concluded, hΦ
is fixed and can now be used for few-shot downstream prediction tasks T defined on the underlying data-generating
functions. To solve a particular downstream task, one may
optimize a parametric decoder pψ (·|r) conditioned on the
learned representation r. Specifically, the decoder maps the
representations learned in the previous step to the variable
of interest in the given task. Depending on the nature of
the downstream task, the conditional distributions and the
associated objectives can be defined in different ways.
1

This is an example of the more general phenomenon of
concentration of measure, applicable not just to means but also
to other functions that aggregate samples. For a simple argument, let EOi denote the expectation w.r.t. drawing the sample Oi , and g be the mapping function applied to two independent samples O1 , O2 from the same distribution. Then
we have |g(O1 ) − EO1 [g(O1 )]| = |g(O1 ) − EO2 [g(O2 )]| =
|EO2 [g(O1 ) − g(O2 )]| ≤ EO2 [|g(O1 ) − g(O2 )|]. The second
equality uses independence of the samples O1 and O2 , and the last
step uses Jensen’s inequality. This shows that if in expectation the
embeddings of two samples are close (r.h.s.), then each embedding
is close to its expectation.

4. Experiments
To illustrate the benefits of learning function representations
without an explicit decoder, we consider four different experimental settings. In all experiments that follow, we first
learn the encoder, and then keep it fixed. Subsequently, we
optimize decoders for the specific downstream problems
at hand, while keeping the meta-representations from the
encoder detached from the computational graph.
Baselines. We compare the downstream predictive performance of FCRL based representations with the representations learned by the closest task-oriented, meta-learning
baselines. For a fair comparison, all the baselines and FCRL
have the same encoding architecture. For instance, for 1D
and 2D regression functions, we consider CNPs and NPs
as baselines. We share with these methods an identical way
of mapping the context set to its representation, but unlike
us, they optimize directly for the performance of the decoder p(y|x) jointly with the said representation. For scene
datasets, we use GQN (a variant of NPs) as the baseline, one
that explicitly learns to reconstruct scenes using a limited
number of context samples (pairs of camera viewpoints and
the corresponding images).
4.1. 1D and 2D Functions
In the first set of experiments, we consider two different distributions of functions i.e., a distribution over 1D sinusoidal
waves, proposed by (Finn et al., 2017), and a relatively
harder distribution where images are modelled as 2D functions (Garnelo et al., 2018a;b; Gordon et al., 2020; Kim
et al., 2019). The representation learning stage for both
datasets is similar, however the downstream tasks differ.
1D Sinusoidal Functions: We consider a dataset of 20, 000
training, 1000 validation and 1000 test sinusoidal functions.
The amplitude and the phase of the functions are sampled
uniformly from [0.1, 0.5] and [0, π] respectively. For each
function f , the x-coordinates are uniformly sampled from
[−5.0, 5.0] and then f is applied to obtain the y-coordinates.
Modeling Images as 2D Functions: In this setting, each
image is regarded as a function mapping from 2D pixel
coordinates (comprising function input xi ) to the pixel intensities at the corresponding pixel coordinate (comprising
function output yi ). We consider images of MNIST digits
(LeCun et al., 1998), where xi ∈ [0, 1]2 are the normalized
pixel coordinates and yi ∈ [0, 1] is a grayscale pixel intensity. The training and validation datasets consists of 60, 000
MNIST training and 10, 000 test samples, respectively.
4.1.1. R EPRESENTATION L EARNING S TAGE
We first describe the representation learning stage for both
datasets, and then provide results on their respective downstream tasks. For training the encoder g(φ,Φ) , we have a
dataset O = {Ok }K
k=1 at our disposition, where each k
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Few-shot Regression (FSR)
Models

5-shot

20-shot

NP
CNP
FCRL

0.310 ± 0.05
0.265 ± 0.03
0.172 ± 0.04

0.218 ± 0.02
0.149 ± 0.02
0.100 ± 0.02

Few-shot Parameter Identification
Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of different methods on 5-shot regression task on three different sinusoids. The decoder trained with
FCRL representation predicts the correct form of the sinusoids.

corresponds to a function fk which has been sampled as described above. Each individual sample Ok = {(xki , yik )}N
i=1
from the dataset is itself a set, comprising N input-output
pairs from that particular function fk , i.e. yik = fk (xki ). For
sinusoidal functions, we fix the maximum number of context points to 20 and the number of examples N is chosen
randomly in [2, 20] for each k. For MNIST digits as 2D
functions, we allow a maximum of 200 samples per context
set, and N is sampled randomly from [2, 200] for each k.
The encoder g(φ,Φ) is then trained by splitting each context
set Ok into J disjoint views. We set J = 2 for the sinusoidal
functions and J = 10 for the 2D functions. An ablation
study for the choice of J is presented in Appendix A.1.
4.1.2. D OWNSTREAM TASKS ON 1D S INUSOIDS
After training the encoder g(φ,Φ) , we discard the projection
head ρφ and use the trained encoder hΦ to extract the representations. For 1D sinusoids, we define two downstream
tasks on the learned representation: T1D = {Tf sr , Tf spi },
where Tf sr and Tf spi are few-shot regression and few-shot
parameter identification tasks, respectively. The decoders
for the downstream tasks are trained as follows:
Few-shot Regression (FSR). FSR for 1D functions is
a well-studied problem in meta-learning (Garnelo et al.,
2018a; Finn et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019).
For each sampled function fk , we are given a context set
Ok = {(xki , yik = fk (xki ))}N
i=1 of size N , which can be
utilized to infer the meta-representation rk of fk via the
pre-trained encoder hΦ . We are then provided with M additional samples from fk (not seen by the encoder hΦ ). The
goal for a downstream decoder is to predict yik , given xki
and the meta-representation rk . In other words, the downstream decoder with parameters ψ models the distribution
+M
pψ (yik |xki , rk ). Where Dk = {(xki , yik )}N
i=1 , the decoder
is therefore trained to solve the following problem:
"
#
max Efk ∼p(f )
ψ

E

k
k
(xk
i ,yi )∼D

[log pψ (yik |xki , rk )]

(5)

Here, the value of M is sampled randomly from the interval
[0, 20 − N ]. The decoder pψ is an MLP with two hidden

Models

5-shot

20-shot

NP
CNP
FCRL

0.0087 ± 0.0007
0.0096 ± 0.0007
0.0078 ± 0.0004

0.0037 ± 0.0005
0.0049 ± 0.0011
0.0032 ± 0.0002

Table 1. Mean squared error (MSE) for all the target points in 5
and 20 shot regression and parameter identification tasks on test
sinusoid functions. The reported values are the mean and standard
deviation of three independent runs. FCRL performs slightly better
than CNP and NP on both tasks.

layers and it is trained with the same training functions as the
encoder hΦ . In addition to the Gaussian mean of yik , it also
outputs the variance in order to quantify the uncertainty in
the point estimates. The qualitative results on test functions
as shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that our model is able to
quickly adapt with as few as 5 context points. In Table 1,
we compare our method with CNP and NP quantitatively,
and show that the predictions of our method are closer to the
groundtruth, even though the encoder and decoder in both
CNP and NP are explicitly trained to directly maximize the
log likelihood to fit the sinusoid.
Few-shot Parameter Identification (FSPI). The goal here
k
k
is to predict the amplitude (yamp
) and phase (yphase
) of the
k
sampled sine wave fk , given a context set O = {(xki , yik =
fk (xki ))}N
i=1 of N samples. Having encoded the context set
Ok to meta-representation rk via the pre-trained encoder hΦ
(following Equation (2)), we train a linear decoder pψ on
top of the said representation by maximizing the likelihood
of the sine wave parameters. The predictive distribution is
k
k
pψ (yamp
, yphase
|rk ) and the objective is:
k
k
max Efk ∼p(f ) [log pψ (yamp
, yphase
|rk )]
ψ

(6)

Similar to FSR, we use the same training functions to train
pψ as we did to train the encoder hΦ . In Table 1, we report
the mean squared error for three independent runs, averaged
across all the test tasks for 5-shots and 20-shots FSR and
FSPI. In both prediction tasks, the decoders trained on FCRL
representations outperform CNP and NP. More details on
the experiment are given in Appendix F.
4.1.3. D OWNSTREAM TASKS ON 2D F UNCTIONS
Similar to the tasks above, after training the model g(φ,Φ) ,
we discard the projection head ρφ and use the trained en-
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Figure 4. (left) Quantitative evaluation of the models in terms of
digit classification from the fixed number of context points (varying
along the x-axis). The error bands show the standard deviation
over three runs. FCRL achieves substantially higher accuracy than
both baselines for all evaluated numbers of context points.(right)
Quantitative comparison for robustness to noise on MNIST content
classification downstream task. The representations learned with
FCRL are much more robust to noise than with CNPs and NPs.

coder hΦ to extract the representations. For MNIST digits as
functions, we formulate two downstream prediction tasks on
the learned representations: T2D = {Tf sic , Tf scc }, where
Tf sci corresponds to few-shot image completion and Tf scc
corresponds to few-shot content classification task. The
decoders for the downstream tasks are trained as following.
Few-shot Content Classification (FSCC). To evaluate
how much semantic information is captured by the metarepresentations, we propose the task of few-shot content
classification (FSCC). The goal here is to predict the class of
each MNIST image given a context set Ok = {(xki , yik )}N
i=1
comprising a few randomly sampled pixel coordinates xki
and the corresponding grayscale intensities yik . The lack
of explicit spatial structure in the context points makes it a
challenging problem. We use the pre-trained encoder hΦ to
encode Ok to its representation rk , and train a linear decoder
k
on top to classify the class label yone
hot corresponding to
k
the MNIST image from which O is sampled. The decoder
pψ therefore solves the following classification problem:
k
k
max Efk ∼p(f ) [log pψ (yone
hot |r )]
ψ

Few-shot Image Completion (FSIC)

(7)

We train the decoder with the same functions (images) that
were used for training the encoder hΦ , and subsequently
evaluate them on unseen functions from the validation set.
Figure 6 shows the performance of decoders applied to representations obtained from FCRL, CNP and NP for varying
size of the context set Ok . We find that FCRL significantly
outperforms the baselines at any given number of context
points, suggesting that the encoder hΦ is able to efficiently
extract semantic information in an unsupervised manner.
We also observe that it is able to generalize to larger number
of context points than encountered during training (200).
Few-shot Image Completion (FSIC). This setting is identical to that of Few-Shot Regression (FSR) described in Section 4.1.2, except M is sampled randomly from [0, 200−N ]
and the decoder is a two-layer MLP with two input units
(to account for the fact that the input xki is now two dimensional). Qualitative results of FSIC on test images are shown

Table 2. MSE for all the target points in 50 and 200 shot image
completion task on MNIST as functions. The reported values are
the mean and standard deviation of three independent runs.

in Figure 6. It can be seen that the decoder trained on FCRL
representations is able to predict the pixel intensities reasonably well, even when the number of context points is as low
as 50, or approximately 6% of the image. We compare its
performance against CNP, which uses the same parameterization of both the encoder and the decoder. We however
note a crucial distinction: in FCRL, the meta-representation
(resulting from the encoder) is not optimized for the image
completion task. In particular, no gradient flows from the
decoder to the encoder, and the former is trained independently of the latter. On the contrary, CNP jointly optimizes
both encoder and decoder parameters to solve the image
completion task (i.e. to predict the pixel values). Despite
the fact, it appears that the quality of reconstructions from
the FCRL decoder matches that from the CNP decoder.
We note that the gap between CNP and FCRL is reduced
if the training scheme aligns with the downstream task. In
FSIC, the downstream task is to obtain a generative model
which is exactly what CNPs are trained for, therefore CNPs
tend to perform on par with FCRL as shown in Table 2.
4.2. Robustness to Noise Corruptions
In our experiments so far, we have considered the functions to be deterministic. However in real-world settings,
data-generating functions are corrupted with noise. In this
section, we assume that they take the form:
y = f (x, ξ) = f (x) + ξ; where ξ ∈ N (0, σ)

(8)

where N (0, σ) is the standard Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation σ. We now investigate the robustness of
FCRL and the baselines as σ is varied. To this end, we train
all the models on the noisy data and evaluate the quality of
the learned representation on the Few-Shot Content Classification downstream task, as defined above. We find that the
representations learned by FCRL to be significantly more
robust to increasing noise strength (σ) than the baselines,
as illustrated in Figure 4. One possible explanation for the
susceptibility of CNP and NP to noise is the fact that the
representations are learned by reconstructing the outputs,
where signal to noise ratio is low. On the other hand, FCRL
learns by contrasting the set of examples, extracting only
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Figure 5. tSNE projections of the meta-representations learned by FCRL on MPI3D dataset (treating scene as functions). (top row) Each
plot shows the latent structure corresponding to the factors mentioned. (bottom row) Shows the latent structure corresponding to the factor
of robot arm rotation along 1st DOF. Each embedding corresponds to the aggregated representation of three views of the same scene,
◦
denoted as f angle . It can be seen that by learning to distinguish between functions, FCRL captures the semantic underlying structure of
the functions’ distribution. Note: Each plot is generated by varying the factor of interest and keeping the rest of the factors fixed, except
the factors of the first degree of freedom and the second degree of freedom.

the invariant features and discarding non-correlated noise in
the input. Similar results on scene understanding datasets
are presented in Appendix B.

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison of CNP and FCRL based fewshot image completion. Here, each digit corresponds to one function. The context is shown in the second row where the target pixels
are colored blue. FCRL is comparable with CNPs at predicting the
correct form of a digit.

4.3. Representing Scenes as Functions
Like Eslami et al. (2018), we represent scenes as deterministic functions which map camera viewpoints to images.
Precisely, each such scene is represented by a function fk ,
and we consider context sets Ok = {(xki , yik )}N
i=1 , where
xi is the 3D camera viewpoint and yi is the corresponding image taken from that viewpoint. Given this set of
viewpoint-image pairs, we apply the proposed method on
Ok to obtain a representation of the scene, rk . The use-

fulness of this representation is then evaluated for three
downstream tasks: scene understanding, scene reconstruction and reinforcement learning (RL).
For the first task, our goal is to determine whether the representation rk contains enough information to infer the underlying factors of variation (Bengio et al., 2013) of a given
scene. To this end, we use MPI3D (Gondal et al., 2019), a
real-world robotics dataset comprising pairs of images from
three camera viewpoints and the corresponding factors of
variation (including the position, orientation, size and color
of an object in the scene). For the second task, we analyze
whether the learned representation rk can be used to reconstruct the scene from an unseen viewpoint. This objective
is similar to what GQNs (Eslami et al., 2018) are originally
trained for, serving as an ideal baseline for this task. For the
last task, our objective is to determine whether rk contains
enough useful information to guide a RL agent towards
maximizing its reward. To this end, we create RLScenes, a
multi-view robotics dataset based on an open-source physics
simulation engine (details in Appendix D). Having trained
the encoder on RLScenes, we feed the representation rk of
the scene as input to a control policy rewarded for solving
the considered RL task.
Scenes’ Representation Learning Stage. We use the same
setting for learning the representations on both datasets. We
fix the maximum number of context sets (J) to 3 in MPI3D
dataset and 20 in RLScenes. The number of tuples drawn,
N , is then chosen randomly in [2, 3] and [2, 20] respectively.
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Figure 7. Quantitative Comparison of FCRL and GQN on MPI3D downstream classification tasks. The classifiers trained with FCRL’s
representation outperform classifiers based on GQN’s representations on all the tasks.

4.3.1. D OWNSTREAM TASKS ON S CENES
After training the encoder g(φ,Φ) , we discard the projection
head ρφ and use the trained encoder hΦ to extract the representations rk and train decoders for downstream problems.
Scene Understanding on MPI3D Dataset. In MPI3D,
each scene is identified by 6 factors of variations. This
allows us to define a set of 6 tasks Tmpi3D = {Tvk }6v=1 ,
where the task Tvk maps the scene to a discretized factor
of variation yvk . For each task, we train a linear decoder
using the objective in Equation (7), using a single image to
infer the representation rk . Figure 7 shows the linear probes
validation performance for six independently trained models
on both GQN learned representations and FCRL learned
representations and we see that the representations learned
by FCRL consistently outperform GQN for identifying all
the factors of variations in scenes.
Scene Reconstruction on MPI3D Dataset. Similar to the
FSIC task in Section 4.1.3, we train a separate decoder to
reconstruct the scenes corresponding to an unseen (query)
viewpoint xkq . Conditioning on the inferred representation
rk and the query viewpoint xkq , the decoder reconstructs
the corresponding view of the scene yqk . The qualitative
comparison in Figure 8 shows that the decoder trained with
FCRL representation is capable of preserving the information required to reconstruct the subtle details in the scene.
Reinforcement Learning on RLScenes Dataset. In
RLScenes, the goal for the agent (a robotic finger) is to
locate the object in the arena, reach it, and stay close to it
for the remainder of the episode. We use the Soft-ActorCritic (SAC) algorithm (Haarnoja et al., 2018) to learn a
MLP policy for all the joints of the robot, where the policy
takes as input the representation rk (inferred from a single
image) and outputs an action. As the baseline, we use a RL
policy trained with GQN representation as input. Figure 9
shows the mean rewards and standard deviations over five
runs achieved by both FCRL and GQN-based policies. We
find that the FCRL agent clearly outperforms the baseline
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Figure 8. Qualitative Comparison of FCRL and GQN on scene reconstruction task. The decoder trained with FCRL’s representation
performs on par with GQN in terms of reconstructing a scene from
unseen viewpoints.

GQN-agent, both in terms of the final performance and
sample-efficiency. In particular, the FCRL agent obtains
convergence level control performance with approximately
2 times fewer interactions with the environment.

5. Related Work
Meta-Learning. Supervised meta-learning can be broadly
classified into two main categories. The first category considers the learning algorithm to be an optimizer and metalearning is about optimizing that optimizer, for e.g., gradientbased methods (Ravi & Larochelle, 2016; Finn et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019) and metric-learning based
methods (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017; Sung et al.,
2018; Allen et al., 2019; Qiao et al., 2019). The second
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from these methods and propose a self-supervised learning
method which meta-learn the representation of the functions.
However, instead of requiring randomly augmented views
or sequential ordered data points, our self-supervised loss
uses partially observed, unordered views, sampled from the
underlying functions.

Figure 9. Comparison between GQN and FCRL on learning a dataefficient control policy for an object reaching downstream task.
FCRL based policy clearly outperforms GQN based policy.

category is the family of Neural Processes (NP) (Garnelo
et al., 2018a;b; Kim et al., 2019; Eslami et al., 2018) which
draw inspirations from Gaussian Processes (GPs). These
methods use data-specific priors in order to adapt to a new
task at test time while using only a simple encoder-decoder
architecture. However, they approximate the distribution
over tasks in terms of their predictive distributions which
does not incentivize NP to fully utilize the information in
the data-specific priors. Our method draws inspiration from
this simple, yet elegant framework. However, our proposed
method extracts the maximum information from the context
which is shown to be useful for solving not just one task,
but multiple downstream tasks.
Self-Supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning methods aim to learn the meaningful representations of the data
by performing some pretext learning tasks (Zhang et al.,
2017; Doersch et al., 2015). These methods have recently
received huge attention (Oord et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2019;
Hjelm et al., 2018; Bachman et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020;
He et al., 2019) mainly owing their success to noise contrastive learning objectives (Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2010).
At the same time, different explanations have recently come
out to explain the success of such methods for e.g. from
both empirical perspective (Tian et al., 2020; Tschannen
et al., 2019) and theoretical perspective (Wang & Isola,
2020; Arora et al., 2019). The goal of these methods has
mostly been to extract useful, low-dimensional representation of the data while using downstream performance as a
proxy to evaluate the quality of the representation. For example, CPC (Oord et al., 2018) proposes an auto-regressive
model to obtain a representation of a sample at time t that
is then matched with that at time t + k, making it specialized for sequence-valued inputs. On the other hand, (Tian
et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; He et al., 2019) match the
representation of a sample with the representation of its
randomly augmented view. In this work, we take inspiration

In a similar spirit of enriching NPs (Garnelo et al., 2018b)
with better approximation capability, (Ton et al., 2019) proposed to replace the conditional expectations E(y|x) in
NPs with more expressive conditional densities p(y|x) estimated via NCE (Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2010). In contrast
to FCRL, it directly estimates the conditional distribution
p(y|x) and uses a binary classifier for NCE. However, this
estimation is done in a small data regime where the standard
conditional density estimation does not work well. Therefore, their method is practically limited to low dimensional
problems. Recently, (Zhang et al., 2020; Srinivas et al.,
2020) has shown the benefits of using self-supervised representations, learned without reconstruction, for reinforcement learning tasks. In this work, we explore the utility of
such representations for the reinforcement learning tasks
defined on scenes (functions).

6. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a novel self-supervised representations learning algorithm for few-shot learning problems.
We deviate from the commonly-used, task-specific training
routines in meta-learning frameworks and propose to learn
the representations of the relevant functions independently
of the prediction task. Experiments on various datasets and
the related set of downstream few-shot prediction tasks show
the effectiveness of our method. The flexibility to reuse the
same representation for different task distributions defined
over functions brings us one step closer towards learning a
generic meta-learning framework. Using a shared generic
representation of the data-generating process, we plan to
adapt the proposed framework in order to tackle multiple
challenging few-shot problems such as object detection,
segmentation, visual question answering.
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